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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Signs of topping out. EUR needs solid earnings/upbeat sentiment to keep pushing higher near term   

USD Earnings to drive USD sentiment as Fed speakers fall quiet ahead of 1 Feb FOMC   

JPY BoJ likely to enjoy an easier week, but the speculators will be back in due course. A pause for JPY     

GBP GBP due a breather. Macro drivers unlikely to provide much support          

 
Overnight comment – Dovish Fed. Hawkish ECB. EUR/USD higher 

On Friday evening the Fed’s Waller, one of the leading hawks in H2 22 explicitly said he 
favoured a 25bp hike at the upcoming FOMC meeting. Such an outcome seems highly 
likely in the absence of either very strong or very weak activity/price data. However, 
Waller went on to note “Beyond that we still have a considerable way to go to our 2% 
inflation goal, and I expect to support continued tightening of monetary policy”. Most Fed 

policymakers have suggested a February hike will not be the last and all have been 
reluctant to suggest that cuts are coming anytime soon. Waller’s comments were the last 
ahead of the 2 February FOMC meeting. This leaves the spotlight to earnings and data. 
In contrast the ECB’s Knot noted over the weekend that he expected 50bp hikes in 
February and March and additional rate rises in May and June. He noted that underlying 
price pressures showed no sign of abating. ECB Council member Rehn called for 
significant increases in winter and early spring, which also suggests back to back 50bp 
hikes. Rehn is nearer the centre of the ECB spectrum than Knot, who is unambiguously 
on the hawkish side of the debate. The hawks look to have the upper hand for now.       
 
In the Asian session liquidity was thin as the Chinese New Year break gets underway. It 
was very quiet from a data perspective. In the wake of the big gains in US equites on 
Friday, those indices that were open today pushed higher, with the Topix ending up just 
shy of 1.0%. Over the weekend PM Kishida said that it was too early to discuss the 
Government/BoJ accord. We expect that this is something that will take place after the 
new Governor is in situ in April. The nomination for the new Governor is expected by mid-
February and is a major focus for investors. There was strong demand for the BoJ’s 5yr 
loans to banks, The average rate was 0.145%. Yields in the belly of the curve pushed 
lower, weighing on the yen. USD/JPY pushed up above 130.20.   

 
EUR/USD jumped early in the Asian session in reaction to ECB speakers over the 
weekend and then drifted sideways for the bulk of the session. It briefly popped higher 
as Europe came in and now sits around 1.0895 as Europe opens. GBP/USD tacked 
a similar path through the Asian session and sits around 1.2405 as trading gets 
underway in Europe. 

              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

EZ – Consumer confidence (DI, Jan)  -20.0/-22.2 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. It promises to be a quiet start to the week in terms of data, with just the Eurozone 

consumer confidence due. The plunge is gas prices likely resulted in a mild uptick. On 
the policy front, Visco, Panetta, Holzmann and Lagarde speak. There seems to be little 
doubt that the ECB will hike 50bp in early February but it will be interesting to see how 
much doves like Panetta protest about subsequent 50bp steps. The BoE is now in its pre-
meeting quiet period.     
  
US. The leading index is not likely to excite investors. The focus is on earnings. The 

earnings schedule is light today but will pick up sharply over the remainder of the week.        

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 

 
Investors disinclined to hear the BoJ’s dovish message  

Recent Fed speak has been relatively dovish and USD positioning as per the CTFC data suggest investors are taking note. 
Speculative long USD positions continued to ebb as of the latest CTFC report containing data up to 17 January. They are less 
than 1/3 of the recent peak back in June 2022 and are at their lowest since July 2021. Recent ECB speak has been quite 
hawkish but this has failed to move the needle much for speculative EUR positioning, which is slightly off its peak and is li ttle 
changed since mid-December. European asset managers on the other hand continue to go long EUR. Positioning is now at a 
record high.     
 
The BoJ has been relentlessly dovish but speculative investors are not listening. Speculative short JPY positioning continues 
to be cut and is at its lowest since Mar-21. However, it is not just speculative investors driving JPY higher. Asset managers 
have been cutting shorts aggressively too. The latest data saw Japanese asset managers net JPY positioning turn positive on 
JPY for the first time since Jun-21. Asset managers may not have played much of a role in driving JPY lower last year but they 
look like part of the story driving JPY higher in recent weeks. 
 
Recent changes in GBP positioning do not align well with market developments. Both speculative investors and asset 
managers look to have soured a little on GBP in recent weeks but that hasn’t stopped GBP pushing higher. Asset managers 
aggressively trimmed GBP shorts in Q4 22 but have been modest net sellers in 2023. Speculative investors’ enthusiasm for 
GBP peaked in December too. The BoE has been much less forthcoming in terms of guidance on policy than many other 
central banks in recent months. The MPC is more clearly divided than most other central banks, with two members already 
seeing policy as tight enough and pushing for rates to remain unchanged and one still pushing for 75bp hikes.  
          
            

Short JPY positions being cut by speculators…    …and by asset managers  

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 5 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 131 127 123 121 121

EUR/USD 1.06 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.10

GBP/USD 1.21 1.21 1.23 1.27 1.31

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84

EUR/JPY 139 133 130 131 133

GBP/JPY 159 154 151 154 159
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 

promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment 

research.  

 

This publication is not a “research report” as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) Regulations 1.71 and 23.605 

promulgated pursuant to the U.S. Commodity Exchange Act and is not intended to provide information upon which to base a decision to enter into 

a derivatives transaction regulated by the CFTC. Any discussion in this publication of derivatives is limited to commentary on economic, political, 

or market conditions and statistical summaries of multiple companies’ financial data, which may include lists of current ratings. 

 

This publication is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential investors and does not take into account investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs of any particular investor. It is not intended for persons who are Retail Clients within the meaning of the United 

Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority rules nor for persons who are restricted in accordance with US, Brazilian, Japanese, Singapore or any 

other applicable securities laws. This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho to market any 

financial instrument, product or service or serve as a recommendation to take or refrain from taking any particular course of action or participate 

in any trading or other strategy. This publication is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or any of the 

assets, businesses or undertakings described herein, or any other financial instrument, nor is it an offer to participate in any trading or other 

strategy, nor a disclosure document under applicable laws, rules, regulations or guidelines. These materials and the content of any related 

presentation are confidential and proprietary and may not be passed on to any third party and are provided for informational purposes only. As a 

general rule you will not have a right to terminate early any transaction entered into – if you wish to do so, losses may be incurred by you Mizuho 

shall have no liability for any losses you may incur as a result of relying on the information herein or in any related presentation. 

 

The information contained in this publication may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic 

environment. Mizuho has no obligation to update any information contained in this publication. Past performance is not indicative of future 

performance. 

 

This Publication has not been nor will be submitted to, or reviewed by, any regulatory authority.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 

nothing contained herein is in any way intended by Mizuho to offer, solicit and/or market any financial instrument, product or service, or to act as 

any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.  A recipient must complete its own independent analysis of the financial 

instrument, product or service and receive all information it requires to make its own decision, investment or otherwise, including, where applicable, 

a review of any prospectus, prospectus supplement, offering circular or memorandum describing such item. The information contained in this 

Publication has been obtained from public sources and such information is believed to be correct and reliable but has not been independently 

verified. 
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